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STRUCTURE OF THE TALK

- Motivation

- Topics that won’t be discussed

- Analytical approaches

- Patterns close to equilibrium

- Localized structures

- Periodic patterns & Busse balloons

- Interactions

- Discussion and more ...



MOTIVATION

Reaction-diffusion equations are perhaps the most 
‘simple’ PDEs that generate complex

 
patterns

Reaction-diffusion equations serve as (often over-) 
simplified models

 
in many applications

Examples: 

FitzHugh-Nagumo (FH-N) -
 

nerve conduction 
Gierer-Meinhardt

 
(GM) -

 
‘morphogenesis’

 ………



EXAMPLE: Vegetation patterns

At the transition to `desertification’ in 
Niger, Africa.

Interaction between 
plants, soil & (ground) 
water modelled by 2-

 
or 

3-component
 

RDEs.

Some of these are 
remarkably familiar ...



The
 

Klausmeier & Gray-Scott (GS) models

[Meron, Rietkerk, Sherratt, ...]



The dynamics of patterns in the GS equation

[J. Pearson (1993), Complex patterns in a simple system]



‘stripes’‘labyrinths’

‘spots’

There is a (very) comparable richness in types of 
vegetation patterns ...



EXAMPLE: Gas-discharge systems
From: http://www.uni-muenster.de/Physik.AP/Purwins/...

In 1D: van Heijster, D, Kaper, Promislow, in 2D: van Heijster, Sandstede

A PARADIGM MODEL (Nishiura
 

et al.)



Again from the work (homepage) of the Münster
 

group

Spot interactions in 2 dimensions
As 1D structure: pulse ↔2-front



From Peter van Heijster, AD, Tasso
 

Kaper, Keith Promislow

1-dimensional pulses appearing from N-front dynamics.

PDE dynamics reduce to N-dim ODEs
 

for front positions

(→ attractivity
 

of N-dim manifold + dynamics on manifold)

SEMI-STRONG INTERACTIONS

pulse

pulse

pulse

↔ front

↔ front



TOPICS THAT WON’T BE DISCUSSED:

‘Tools’:

- Maximum principles

- Gradient structure

‘Waves in random media’ [Berestycki, Hamel, Xin, ...]



[Fife, Brezis, Nishiura, Sternberg, ...]



[Fife, ‘Japanese school’ (Mimura, Nishiura, ...), Sandstede, Scheel, ...]



ANALYTICAL APPROACHES

Restriction/Condition: ‘We’ want explicit control 
on the nature/structure of the solutions/patterns







PATTERNS CLOSE TO EQUILIBRIUM



Two typical pattern-generating bifurcations





cGL
 

analysis in GKGS model 

[van der

 

Stelt, D., Hek, Rademacher]



→ L1

 

= L1

 

(B,C)  & L1

 

(B,C)<0 ↔ ± → –
 

(patterns)

γ
 

= 1 γ
 

= 2

B-F/N also OK: always stable patterns at onset
 

(!?)
Note

 
C = 0: with



(Turing)

(spatial symm.)



LOCALIZED STRUCTURES

Far-from-equilibrium patterns that are `close’ to a 
trivial state, except for  a small spatial region.
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SPECTRAL STABILITY







What about localized 2-D patterns?

Spots, stripes, ‘volcanoes’, ...., most (all?) existence and 
stability analysis done for (or ‘close to’) ‘symmetric’ patterns

[Ward,Wei,Winter, van Heijster & Sandstede, ....]



[Pearson, Swinney et al. 
1994]

‘Volcanoes’ and ‘Rings’ in Klausmeier/Gray-Scott

The ‘volcano/ring-patterns are (fairly) well-understood

[Morgan & Kaper, 2004]



PERIODIC PATTERNS & BUSSE BALLOONS

A natural connection between periodic patterns near 
criticality

 
and far-from-equilibrium

 
patterns

bi
fu
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 R

wave number k

Region in (k,R)-space 
in which STABLE 
periodic patterns existonset

[Busse, 1978] (convection)



[D, Rademacher & van der Stelt, ’12]

Turing

‘Fall of patterns’ at k=0

A Busse
 

balloon for the GS model

↔ yearly rainfall



Periodic patterns near k=0: singular localized pulses
 (of vegetation pattern kind)

Coexisting stable patterns (for the same parameter values)



•
 

Near onset/the Turing bifurcation: ‘full analytical 
control’ through Ginzburg-Landau theory.

•
 

A complete classification of the generic character of 
the boundary of the Busse balloon

 
[Rademacher & Scheel, ’07].

•
 

Near the ‘fall of patterns’: existence and stability of 
singular patterns [D, Gardner & Kaper, ’01; van der Ploeg & D, ’05;  
D, Rademacher & van der Stelt ’12].

What do we know analytically?

No further general insight in (the boundary of) 
the Busse balloon.



A spin-off: the Hopf dance, a novel fine-structure

↔

A ‘dance’ of intertwining Hopf bifurcations.

The homoclinic (k=0) ‘oasis’
 

pattern is the last to destabilize
(Ni’s conjecture)



Two types of Hopf bifurcations?

in phase

out of phase

Why only these two?



Spectral analysis

Im
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O

−1

+1
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Λi(s)

Λj(s)

Note: ±1 endpoints correspond to H±1 Hopf bifurcations.



+1

-1

∼ 1/k

Im(λ)

Λh(s)

The long wavelength limit ( k ~ 0)

By: Evans function for periodic patterns
 

[Gardner, Zumbrun, D & van der

 

Ploeg]



A novel general insight in the ‘fall of patterns’

In a general class
 

–
 

well, … –
 of reaction-diffusion models: 

•
 

The homoclinic
 

‘oasis’ 
pattern

 
is the last pattern to 

become unstable (↔Ni’s 
conjecture).

•
 

The Hopf
 

dance: near the 
destabilization of the 
homoclinic

 
pattern, the Busse

 balloon has a ‘fine structure’ 
of two intertwining curves of 
Hopf

 
bifurcations.

[D, Rademacher & van der Stelt, ’12]



THE BELLY DANCE

The spectral branch is only to leading order
 

a straight 
line/an interval.  

In general it will be 
(slightly) bent.

This may yield small 
regions of ‘internal Hopf

 destabilizations’ and the 
corners in the boundary of 
the BB will disappear ↔

 the orientation of the belly.

belly



A more typical Busse
 

balloon?

Or more generic (?): sometimes a co-dimension 2 
intersection, sometimes an ‘internal Hopf

 
bridge’?



This is however not the case. In the class of considered 
model systems, a BELLY DANCE takes place.

The belly
 

always points away from the Im-axis near 
the ‘corner’ at which +1 and -1 cross at the same time.



WHY?? 

The theory includes in essence ‘all explicit models in 
the literature’

(↔ Gray-Scott/Klausmeier, Gierer-Meinhard, 
Schnakenberg, gas-discharge, ….) 

HOWEVER, if one looks carefully it’s clear these 
models are in fact very special.

All these prototypical systems exhibit patterns that are 
only ‘locally nonlinear’ (?!)



WHAT?

(GM)

½
Ut = Uxx − μU + V 2

Vt = ε2Vxx − V + V 2

U

(GS)

½
Ut = Uxx + A(1− U) − UV 2

Vt = ε2Vxx − BV + UV 2

These equations share special non-generic features.

=⇒ Consider the ‘slow’
and ‘fast’ reduced limits.
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THE MOST GENERAL MODEL:

• Reaction-diffusion equation.
• Two-components, U(x, t) & V (x, t).
• On the unbounded domain: x ∈ R1.
• A stable background state (U, V ) ≡ (0, 0).
• Singularly perturbed: U(x, t) ‘slow’, V (x, t) ‘fast’.½

Ut = Uxx + μ11U + μ12V + F (U, V ; ε)
Vt = ε2Vxx + μ21U + μ22V + G(U, V ; ε)

∗ with μ11 + μ22 < 0 and μ11μ22 − μ12μ21 > 0.
∗ some technical conditions on F (U, V ) and G(U, V ).



THE SLOW REDUCED LIMIT: ε = 0, V (x, t) ≡ 0.

The slow fields:

(GM) Ut = Uxx − μU

(GS) Ut = Uxx + A(1− U)
GENERAL Ut = Uxx + μ11U+F (U, 0; 0)

GM/GS: LINEAR, F (U, 0; 0) ≡ 0!!

Crucial for stability analysis & for Hopf/belly dance
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Consider existence and stability of pulses in generic
 singularly perturbed systems (i.e. systems that are also 

nonlinear outside the localized fast pulses)

→ Significant extension Evans function approach           
(↔ Frits Veerman)

A Gierer-
 Meinhardt
 equation 

with a 
‘slow 
non-

 linearity’

A chaotically oscillating
 

standing pulse??



Busse
 

balloons in the GKGS model 

[van der

 

Stelt, D., Hek, Rademacher]

γ
 

= 2γ
 

= 1

REMARKABLY SIMILAR!



Some spectral plots near the cusp

Many, many 
open questions 
about structure 
& nature of 
Busse

 
balloons 

in RD-systems
→ new project        
D & Rademacher



What about (almost) periodic 2-D patterns?

DEFECT PATTERNS

Slow
 

modulations of 
(parallel) stripe patterns 
+ localized

 
defects

Phase-diffusion equations with defects as singularities

A defect pattern in a convection experiment

[Cross, Newell, Ercolani, ....]



INTERACTIONS (OF LOCALIZED PATTERNS)

•
 

Existence of stationary (or uniformly traveling) solutions

•
 

The stability of the localized patterns

•
 

The INTERACTIONS

Note: It’s no longer possible  to reduce the PDE to an ODE

A hierarchy of problems



WEAK INTERACTIONS

General theory for exponentially small tail-tail interactions
[Ei, Promislow, Sandstede]

Essential: components can be treated as ‘particles’ 



SEMI-STRONG INTERACTIONS
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•
 

Pulses evolve and 
change in magnitude 
and shape.    

•
 

Only O(1) 
interactions through 
one component, the 
other components 
have negligible 
interactions
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Pulses are no ‘particles’ and may ‘push’ each 
other through a `bifurcation’.

Semi-strong dynamics in two (different) modified GM models

finite-time blow-up a symmetry breaking bifurcation
[D. & Kaper ’03]



Example: Pulse-interactions in (regularized) GM

[Doelman, Gardner, Kaper]
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Intrinsically formal result
 

[Doelman, Kaper, Ward]

(2 `copies’ of the stationary pulses)



Stability of the 2-pulse solution:
Q: What is ‘linearized stability’?

A: ‘Freeze’ solution and determine ‘quasi-steady eigenvalues’

Note: ‘not unrealistic’, since 2-pulse evolves slowly
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The Evans function
 

approach can be used to explicitly
 determine the paths of the eigenvalues



Nonlinear Asymptotic Stability & Validity



THE 3-COMPONENT (gas-discharge) MODEL

[Peter van Heijster, AD, Tasso
 

Kaper, Keith Promislow
 

’08,’09,’10]



Simple and explicit results on existence and stability



Sub-
 

and supercritical bifurcations into traveling pulses

Bifurcation diagrams for two typical parameter combinations



Interaction between Hopf
 

and bifurcation into traveling pulse

Simulations for two typical parameter combinations



Front interactions: similar validity/reduction results

The formation of a 5-front traveling wave

ODE

PDE



pulse

pulse

pulse

↔ front

↔ front

N = 4



DISCUSSION AND MORE ....

There is a well-developed theory for ‘simple’ 
patterns (localized, spatially periodic, radially 
symmetric, ...) in ‘simple’ equations.

In 1 spatial dimension ‘quite some’ analytical 
insight can be obtained, but more complex 
dynamics are still beyond our grasp ...

Challenges:

- Defects in 2-dimensional stripe patterns

- Strong pulse interactions (1 D!)

- ....



The GS equation perhaps is one of the most well-studied 
reaction-diffusion equations of the last decades. 

[Pearson, Swinney et al. 1994]

chemical   
reaction

numerical 
simulation

It’s mostly 
famous’ for 
exhibiting 
‘self-

 replication 
dynamics’
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The pulse self-replication mechanism

A generic phenomenon, originally discovered by Pearson et 
al in ’93 in GS.

 
Studied extensively, but still not understood.

V

(simulations in GS)

Strong interactions ...

[Pearson, Doelman, Kaper, Nishiura, Muratov,Ward, ....]



And there is more, much more ...

A structurally stable Sierpinsky gasket ...

annihilation

`massive

 

extinction’

self-replication

[Ohta, in GS & other systems]





Various 
kinds of 
spot-, 
front-, 
stripe-

 interactio
 ns in 2D

[van 
Heijster, 
Sandstede]
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